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by Anonymous

06/26/15

Intriguing. So far the women are stronger,
smarter, and more appealing than the man.

Even Monique. Yeah, she's a screaming asshole bitch,
but it sounds like she was true to character. This
pathetic wimp you are characterizing was stupid about
more than his choice of customers. I will continue
reading if it stays interesting. But if it just turns into a
fuck fest with little sister then that is too lame and
predictable to stay here and watch. Weak timid men
are too depressing to waste time on, especially reading
time.

by Anonymous

06/28/15

Great Start!

This looks to be a very good story. I'll be watching for
more. The dialogue is wonderful and I just don't
understand the previous person's comment about weak
men. The brother doesn't seem weak to me. Some
people's children! Just delightful so far.

by chytown

07/01/15

Very Entertaining Fun Story.

This is going to be a good series if the next chapters
are this entertaining. Thanks for sharing.

by Anonymous

07/19/15

Five stars? Not enough

Good beginning, well crafted, flowing nicely enough to
keep me reading. So what if the flow of juices is
delayed a little? Travel hopefully and all that.
Would have commented with my id but i seem to have
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lost my password.
Alison (Ally) Literally

by allyliterally

07/21/15

Found it

Won't vote again, except virtually :-) 
Ally

by Anonymous

07/26/15

Very well written and engaging novelette

Novel Starts off slowly to set up the premise and
characters but drew me in after a couple of chapters.
Now I check the new listings for this category every
day, hoping the next chapter has been uploaded. Just
read chapter 19 and can't wait for the next one.
Rondudderie, keep them coming, please.

by JasonRTaylor

08/19/15

Don't be scared of the slow start...

I decided to give it 5 chapters and, while this is most
certainly a 'slow burn' type of tale, the prose, style and
characters make this a Real Story, definitely worth
taking your time to enjoy. 
5*'s throughout! 
J

by Fuxpro

08/20/15

Back from vacation!

So here I am, back at chapter one, after reading part
26-29! I love the ending of the story and i surely will
buy the sequel! For all who haven't read the story yet,
do it! It's worth it! 
So all in all, a big thank you to you rondudderie for
sharing you story, i simply love it! I hope to see you
post more on literotica, as I don't want to miss you!
Thank you very much!

by Steellord

08/20/15

This story is great! well written and very engaging.
Can't wait for the continuing adventures of these two.

by Curmudge

08/20/15

144 Stars

I have now read all 29 chapters (290 pages / 197,000
words) and I can happily say 'what a fun ride.' Yes
there were some editing errors but when measured
against the total talent displayed and entertainment
provided they shrink to insignificance. 

Ron Thank you for the laughter

PS: 29 X 5 = 145 - 1 = 144 because nothing is perfect.
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